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This pdper discusses the advantages and disadvanrages of different methods 
of stabilization of poorly damped electrohydraulic servos. Using linear analysis, 
it isshown that the technique of dynamic pressure feedback can be employed to stabi- 
lize the servo without deteriorating its performance in other respects. An example 
is wsrked out to i1Zustrate the design procedure. 
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In hi& power applicatiom, it is a common practice to use electro- 
hydraulic control systems to conveniently exploit the advantages of low 
power flexibility of electronics to achieve sip-alling and logic functions 
and hi& power capability of hydraulics to provide large forces. Such 
s W a s  are said to possess electrical nerve and hydraulic muscle. Examples 
of s~ch systems are found in ship steering systems, earthmoving equip- 
ment, position control of aircraft control surfaces, radar antenna, anti- 
aircraft guns, etc. 



m e n  an electrohydraulic actuator shown in Fig. 1 is used with pa+ 
tion feedback for position control of the load, the system is found to exhibit 
an objectionably large resouawe peak towards the end of or in the fie- 
queocy range of interest. This resoEancepeak appears as a result of low 
damping together with a low ratural frequency which is equal to the square- 
root of the ratio between the equivaleot compliance (associated with those 
of the actuator mounting, piston rod and 1ir.kages and the hydraulic fluid) 
and the m s s  of the load. Th.erefore, the problem is to evolve a desim 
method which increases damping sufficiently or improves relative stability 
but does not appreci~bly deteriorate the performance of the servo in other 
respects. 
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The &at& compliance and the inertia d the load f m  a sprbg-m 
system with s d  diem&%. This dampiog is essentially derimd Erom 
kidcages across the valve and actuator piston, seal and ,bearing f15ctioa 
a s~na'11 structtkral damping. In 'dbdesigned actuators, the leakass a d  
friction are deliberately kept low for better system performmce. 

One obvious method of increasing dzmping is to introduce adcKtim1 
leakage across the control valve and the actuator pistoo. But these tech- 
niques are unacceptable because of the additional pbwer loss they 
('XpeCially in an emergency situation in aircraft when stored W# is 
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utilized) and the reduction ir. steady state accuracy and output sti&.ess 
they result in. 

The use of internal dampers in the valve or increasing damping by feed- 
irrg the load pressure (ir ar. appropriate sense) to the ends of the spool 
suffer from large valve forces and flutter problems i ~ .  aircraft applications. 
External dashpots fitted at  the load can be used but at  the expense of weight, 
space and other mounting problems. 

Electrical cornpensatin-g networks have been suggestede to control the 
undesirable nature of the second order dynamics, but these networks need 
to be frequently adjusted as the characteristics of the actuator drift with 
temperature and other variations. It is reported2 that variation in natural 
ftequency of the system due to chmges ir. temperature and aeration of the 
oil can be as much as 40% of the theoretical value. 

The above methods while ir.troducing additioml damping deteriorate 
the system performame i r  other respects. It appears that if additional 
damping could be introduced or.ly 2rour.d the resonance frequency, then 
the system might be expected to perform satisfactorily. Dynamic leakage 
technique1 allows 2 certain am0ur.t of fluid to be leaked from one actuator 
chamber to the other ir. the fi.eq~1er.c~ range of in.terest thereby introducing ' 
additional damping only a r o u d  the resonance frequency. Dynamic pres- 
sure feedback (DPF) technique senses the differential pressure acroas the 
actuator and feeds this information through a suitable high pass filter to 
the torque motor of the electrohydraulic valve (EHV). The high pass filtei 
is selected ir. such e way that additional damping is introduced around 
th.e resonance frequewy. These two methods have been found helpful in 
stzbi1izip.g a hydrzulic servo having 2 , ~  objectiom.ble resorznce peak (a a 
result of a lightly-damped complex pole-pair) in the frequency range of 
interest. 

In the following, e linear model for at? electrohydraulic servo (consi- 
dering small perturbations about the mid-stroke position of the actuator) 
is dekeloped md zmlyzed thereby estzblishing the need for DPF. An 
e w p l e  is worked out to show how RPF car. imprave the system perfor- 
mance. 
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flowing th~ough its torque motor. Let this trzmfer function be kb (nzs/sj~) 
and let ka (AIV) be the gain of the amplifier preceding the EHV. 

In the analysis of actuatofs, such as those shown in Fig. 1, it is usual 
to assume1, 2, a d.ouble-rod-end cylinder h-aving a piston area of A (,,pj 
on either side and comider small perturbztions of the piston about the mid. 
stroke position at  which the damping is shown4 to be minimum. Then &e 
dynemics governing the actuator motion can be represented1- ', by 

qm = A (Xp i &) + clpm $. (V/2h) pm (1) 
where q, (m3(s) and pm (N/m2) respectively represent the changes in flow 
rate into or out of the actuator and pressure differential across the actuator, 
xp (m) and XT, (m) represent respectively the motions of the piston and the 
actuator body as shown in Fig. 1, c, (rn3/s/N/m2) denotes the leakage co- 
eEcient to account for leakage past the piston, V(m3)  represen.ts one-half 
the cylinder volume, fi (N/m? th.e bulk modulus of the oil and the dots 
over the letters represent differentiation with respect to time. 

The equation describing the motion of the loitd can be written as 

A p m  = ~i~ + B X ~  + j' (2) 

ahere x ,  (m) represents the load displacement, M (N/m/s2) denotes load 
mass, B (N/m/s) denotes viscous frictional coei3cien.t and f (N) the externel 
force which may be acting on the load. The followil?g relations are also 
evident from Fig. 1 .  

A prn = Ke xb (3) 

= KO (xp - xm) (4) 

where Ke (Nlm) and KO (Nlnt) respectively represent the stiEnesses of t.!x 
actuator attachment ~ n d  the piston rod, linkages, etc. that connect the load 
to the actuator. Using eqns. ( l t (4)  above, the block diagram of the electro- 
hydraulic rctuator can be drawn as shown inside the dotted rectangle in 
Fig. 2. 

Position feedback can be implemented by sensing the load position or 
the piston position. If a potentiometer mounted on a rigid frame and 
connected to the load is used, the signal fed back from this potentiometer 
will be proportional to the load displacement xm. If, on the other hand, 
a Potentiometer mounted on the actuator body and connected to me 
Piston rod is used, the signal fed back will be.proportiona1 to (xp-+xb) 
not xp alone as mi&?t be mistaken. The block diagram of Fig. 2 is so 
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draw that it can be used either for load position feedback or piston posi- 
tion feedback with a feedback gain of k,  (Vin7). 

For implementing DPF, the differential presswe across the actuator can 
be sensed by a witable trap-sducer and fed back though a high pass filter 
ha~ring a transfer function of 

where kd (V/N/nz" i s  the gain of the DPF loop and T d  is the time constant. 
The complete block diagiaarn of the system ii~corpora,ting both position and 
dynamic pressule feedback is sbown 111 Fig. 2. 

The forwa~d. tlzflsfer funclion of the block diagram of Fig. 2 or the 
tra%fer function of the elcctrohydra,ulic actuator, assuming the load force 

=Kfxin where Kj (N/n7) represents the eq~tivalent stiffness of the external 
load, can be derived as 



where 

and 

Since the leakage coefficient c, and the viscous damping coefficient B are 
very small quantities, it can be seen that G (s) wrll have a negative real pole 
very near the origir? and a lishtly-damped complex pole-pair. 

Considering the system of F I ~ .  2 with position feedback only, the open 
loop transfer function can be w. i t t e~  as k ,  G (s) or k,  G (s) Hz (s) depend- 
ing on whether load position feectback or  piston position feedback is 
employed where 

In the case of piston position feedback, the open loop tranufer function 
kz G (s) Hz (s) will have, besides a negativc real pole, a pair of lightly* 
damped complex poles and zeros which cancel each other when the leakag 
coefficient c, and the inversc of the liquid spring stiffness, viz., (V/2 8.43 
are zero. 

Considering the root locus of th: system of Fig. 2 wlth load position 
feedback alone, it can be seen that the lightly-damped complex pole-pair 
of the open loop transfer function will soon move into the right hali plane 
as the gain k a  is increased thus making the system unstable. Similarly m s i -  
de~ing the root locus (as ka is varied) of the system with piston position 
feedback alone, it can be seen that the system may be unconditionally or 
conditionally stable depending on wb.ether the two branches of the root 
~0cus  connecting the pairs of lightly-damped complex poles and zero? remain 
in the left half plane or enter the right half plane. In either case, the closed 
loop transfer function G?, (s) of Fig. 2 with position feedback alone will 
have a li@tly-damped complex pole-pair in the left half plane besides a 
negative real pole for any value of the gain k,  within the stability limit. 
This lightly-damped pole-pair is the one that is responsible for producing 
an objectionably high resonance peak in the frequency response. Besides, 
such a system will have a small stability margin. Thus there is a need for 
system compensation. It is shown in the followirg that the necessary corn 
Pensation can be effected by employing DPF. 
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jn order to understand the effect of DPF, assume that the ~ o s i t i o n  
fedback loop is initially closed sad a suitable value for the gain k,  chosen 
(,!thin its stability limit) before closing the DPF loop so that thc transfer 
funaion G p  (s) of system with position feedback alone becomes the forward 
fransfer function for the system with DPF. Then the open loop transfer 
junction of the system with DPF is give11 by Gp (s) Hd (s )  H p  (s) where 

The tlansfer function Hp (s) above can have two negative real zeros or a 
complex pair of zeros depending on  the actual values of the parameters M, 
Band Kg. The loot locus of the system with DPF as the gain k d  is varied 
is sketched in Figs. 3 (a)  and (b) for  ihe two cases whcrein Hp (s) has two 



It is necessary that the overall system o r  the servo keep its commanded 
position under load disturbances. An idea about how well the setyo main. 
tains its position under load disturbances can be obtained by considering 
the mechanical impedance [APm/(-Xm)] and the output stiffness [ F / ( -  x,)i 
of the system. Righei values for there quantities irdicate that the sena 
will be able to mai~.tain better its commanded position w d e r  load distur- 
bances. The mechanical impedasce ar.d the output sti&.ess of the s y s t ~  
of Fig. 2, assuming load position feedback and zero ~ommand, can 
w~itten as 

and 

It may be noted that at  low frequer-cies, the above two quarr.tities are approxi. 
mately equal. The low and high frequency values of the mechanical i m p  
dance are respectively given by (kakbk3cA/c1) a r d  Keq The zero frequency 
value of the mecha~.ical impedaxe depends on  the leakage coefficient c, 
and some other parameters of the system while its infinite frequency valut 
depends only on the equivalent stiffness. The zero frequency value of the 
output stiffness is very high because the leakage coefficie~?t c, is very small. 
However, an increase in leakage at  higher loads will decrease the valued 
the output s t i h s s  a t  low frequencies. Now i t  is clear why it is important 
to minimize leakage while designing the actuator and the associated valve. 
It may be noted that direct pressure feedback as obtained by making 
Td -+ ca decreases the zero frequewy value of the mechanical impedance 
while DPF maintains it as if only load position feedback existed. At ininter- 
mediate frequencies, the mecha~.ical impedance looks like a complex spr% 
its value being dependent on frequency. 

Let the given data be: 

Stroke of the actuator = 10-' m 
c, = 0 
fJ =52.75 x107N/m? 



M - 1,000 kg 

B =21,10ON/m/s 

K~ = 9  x 1 o 7 ~ l m  

K, =4-5  x lo7  N/m 

Kf = o  
k, = 160 V/m 

It is desired that the mapitude response of the overall servo monotoni- 
ally decrease w~th frequency. 

Substituting the above values In eqn. (61, the forward iransfcr furictlon 
can be obta~ned as 

Conbiderins load position feedback alone, the maximum value of the gain 
k,, for stability can be calculated as 3 - 2  x AIV. Choosing ka -2.37 
b: 10-3A/V, the transfer f~mction Gp ( s )  of the system with load position 

feedback alone becomes 

The lightly-damped complcx pole-pair of tip (J) gives lise to a rzsouance peak 
of about 9 db as show11 by curve A of Fig. 4 Now, by employing DPF 

Frequency (radlsec.) . . 
Fro. 4 



and finally selecting T d  = (1/30) 2r.d k d  4 - 2  X lo-' V/N/rn2 after ~ 0 % ~ .  

&ring various combinations, the overall closed loop ti'msfer function M($, 
cz,~. be obtrci~ed as 

The magnitude response plot of ksM (s) with frequency is as ?horn by curve 
B of Fig. 4 which monotonic~lly decreeses as desired. 

This peper has considered different methods of stabilization of poorly. 
damped e k ! ~ t r ~ h y d ~ a ~ l i ~  servos and discussed their advar.tages a~?d dii- 
dvantages. Using k e a r  aralysis, it was s h o w  that dynamic pressure 
feedback c z ~  be advantageously used to improve relative stability of the 
servo without deteriorating the system performance in. other respects. An 
example is workeO out to illustrate the design procedure. 
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